Granatier Sportsplex www.gsplex.ca
117 Wakooma Street Saskatoon,
SK, S7R 1A7
(306) 986-7077

Granatier Covid-19 Precautions
Players:
- must be properly wearing a mask when entering the arenas and continue wearing their mask until they reach the
spot where they will finish getting their skates / equipment on (chair, bleacher, dressing room);
-players must keep their mask on until they put their helmet on to head to the ice surface;
- players should promptly put their mask back on once they get back to their spot and remove their helmet;
- players should exercise physical distancing while entering and exiting arenas and while putting on their skates /
equipment;
On-Ice Coaches:
- must be properly wearing a mask when entering the arenas and continue wearing their mask until they reach the
spot where they will put their skates on (chair, bleacher, dressing room);
- on-ice coaches must keep their mask on until they put their helmet on to head to the ice surface;
- on-ice coaches are not required to wear a mask while on the ice. They should have one on their person for any
instances where they will need to be closer than six feet from a player or fellow coach (injury, equipment issue,
etc.);
- on-ice coaches should promptly put their mask back on once they get back to their spot and remove their helmet;
- on-ice coaches should exercise physical distancing while entering and exiting arenas and while putting on their
skates;
Bench Coaches and Bench Staff:
- must be properly wearing a mask when entering / exiting the arenas and continue properly wearing their mask at
all times - including while on the bench during games;
- bench coaches and bench staff should exercise physical distancing while entering and exiting arenas;
On-Ice Officials (referees / linesmen):
- must be properly wearing a mask when entering the arenas and continue wearing their mask until they reach the
spot where they will put their skates on (chair, bleacher, dressing room);
- on-Ice officials must keep their mask on until they put their helmet on to head to the ice surface;
- on-ice officials are not required to wear a mask while on the ice.
- on-ice officials should promptly put their mask back on once they get back to their spot and remove their helmet;
- on-ice officials should exercise physical distancing while entering and exiting arenas and while putting on their
skates;
Off-Ice Officials (timekeepers / scorekeepers):
- must be properly wearing a mask when entering / exiting the arenas and continue properly wearing their mask at
all times - including while working in the timekeeper's box / area;
- physical distancing should be exercised in the timekeeper's box as much as possible. E.G. - Scorekeeper may need
to stand outside the box area with clipboard / game sheet.
- off-ice officials should exercise physical distancing while entering and exiting arenas;
Parents / Spectators:
- must be properly wearing a mask when entering / exiting the arenas and continue properly wearing their mask at
all times;
- parents / spectators should exercise physical distancing while entering and exiting the arenas and while sitting or
standing inside the arena;

ADDITIONAL GRANATIER SPORTSPLEX PRECAUTIONS
& ICE/BASE HOCKEY/DRYLAND RENTAL
INFORMATION:
www.gsplex.ca to fill out Granatier waiver. You only
need to do this once!
Ice Rentals:
1.

U11 and UNDER please arrive with your child dressed. Ages U13 and up will
have access to their dressing room 20 minutes prior to get dressed. The
only thing the child will need to do is put on their skates at the facility. We
will have a designated area to do so. Please make sure you exit the
dressing room once your child has their skates on. We are trying to reduce
the traffic in the hallways.

2.

Please have your athlete wearing a mask upon entering the facility. They
will be able to remove their mask once their helmet is put on in the
dressing room.

3.

All public water fountains will be closed to the public. Please make sure
your athlete has sufficient water supply for the duration of the camp.

4.

Sanitizer station will be available upon entrance.

5.

We have two stairwells. One will be for the entrance to the spectator area
(located upstairs) and the other one will be available for exiting the
spectator area. Upstairs is the ONLY spectator viewing!

6.

All Granatier Off-ice staff will be wearing masks. Effective Sept 7th all
spectators must be wearing a mask. These must be worn at all times while
in the facility.

7.

Sanitization of all surfaces will be performed at all times at the facility.

8.

We are asking each family to limit the amount of people in the facility to 1
per child. There will be socially distanced X’s upstairs in the spectator area.

9.

We will have one bathroom on the main floor open for athlete’s or the
public to use.

10.

Coach/Manager please submit your athlete list to info@gsplex.ca prior to
the ice rental (if this is a scheduled ice time for SMHA/SRA you do not have
to submit this)

11.

Please have Coach/Manager enter this event in Goaline’s Master
Schedule for SMHA/MMHA/WMHA/SRA so the Covid-19 waiver can be
filled out and contact tracing can be done smoothly. (if this is a
scheduled ice time for SMHA/SRA you do not have to do this)
BASE HOCKEY RENTALS:
1) Please have your athletes arrive no more than 10 minutes early for
the booked session
2) Have your athlete bring their stick, gloves, helmet and skates. There
is a chair upstairs to put on skates
3) Have your athlete bring a water bottle
4) Parent/Guardian please submit your athlete list to info@gsplex.ca
prior to BASE Hockey Rental
DRYLAND RENTAL:
1) Please have your athletes arrive no more than 10 minutes early for the
booked session
2) Have your athlete bring indoor running shoes & water bottle
3) All athletes MUST WEAR A MASK during dryland sessions
4) Coach/Manager submit your athlete list to info@gsplex.ca prior to
dryland booking.
5) Please have Coach/Manager enter this event in Goaline’s Master
Schedule for SMHA/MMHA/WMHA/SRA so the Covid-19 waiver can
be filled out and contact tracing can be done smoothly.

